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Abstract: Physical conditioning was considered as a strong foundation for developing techniques from different fields. The aims of this study was to determine the impact of physical conditioning in parenting students or athletes gymnastic basic skills. The study was a surveyed research. The study sampling was 82 students aged between 18-19 years from Sport sciences, exactly coaching sciences. Data collection methods used checks and measurements of bio motor and gymnastic fundamental skills. Data analysis using correlation and linear regression to predict the future competence. The results showed that: there was significant correlation between the physical conditioning items and gymnastics basics skills, but there is also strong significant linear regression ($p: .032<.05$) from physical conditioning with basic skill of Gymnastics. The standing balance ($r = .728$) and broad jump ($r = .751$) were found more influenced for gymnastic basic skills. There was a great significant different between the pre-test and posttest gymnastic basic skills means with $p value < .001$. The high standard deviation between the items showed the different adaptation of the subjects according to the physical conditioning. In conclusion physical conditioning was found as parenting for developing the gymnastic basic skills.
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INTRODUCTION

In reaching maximum motion abilities in a sport is influenced by means of numerous factors. These elements want to be recognised in order to maximize the fulfilment of the learning process. Gymnastics is one of the sports activities that is taught to sports students (Coppola, Vastola, Scatigna, & Fabiani, 2015). Gymnastics is a game that consists of quite a few disciplines: creative gymnastics, rhythmic gymnastics, cardio gymnastics, acrobatic gymnastics and tramp lining (White & Bennie, 2015). In addition to an extremely right vary of youthful gymnasts taking part in gymnastics; the variety of male athletes competing at the amusement and collegiate tiers is reportedly on the rise. Fitness components have been associated with gymnastics (Sleeper, Kenyon, Elliott, & Cheng, 2016). Gymnastics is
an excellent mechanism for the educating basic motor abilities and advertising health-related fitness in youth of all a long time.

Many agree that involvement in gymnastic education can make a contribution considerably to the all-around development of a baby, and that a physical education program along with gymnastics advantages youth in many areas (Bobo-Arce & Méndez-Rial, 2013). Gymnastics is oftentimes protected in physical education programs throughout the world. It represents an exercise with many benefits, to the point that it has been described as an indispensable and necessary phase of the PE curriculum that have to be provided in preschool through college (Fernández-Villarino, Hernaiz-Sánchez, Sierra-Palmeiro, & Bobo-Arce, 2018). One such gain is that it promotes abilities related to health, there are a number of well-known, health-related fitness batteries to check health in all its dimensions in younger people (Elferink-Gemser, Huijgen, Coelho-e-Silva, Lemmink, & Visscher, 2012). Nevertheless, an accelerated ability to precisely measure strength, power, speed, balance, flexibility, and agility can additionally assist in figuring out and re mediating deficits in the bodily basic performance traits desired in gymnastics as some researches consist on the development based on the fitness (Trajković, Madić, Sporiš, Aleksić-Veljković, & Živčić-Marković, 2016).

Underlined the significance of bodily health in gymnastics, showing systematically increasing variations over time between gymnasts and non-trained topics in flexibility, speed, strength, agility and endurance tests. Many authors have said that current artistic gymnastics requires greater strength and power due to the fact of the ever increasing technical difficulty required through revision of the Code of Points, previous research has demonstrated the fantastic outcomes of a four-week after faculty programme addressing motor skills and fitness can have in young youth (Donti, Tsolakis, & Bogdanis, 2014). Positive outcomes from sports activities are completed principally via bodily activity, but secondary effects deliver fitness advantages such as psychosocial and personal development bio motor skills (Eldridge, Palmer, Gillis, Lloyd, Squires, & Murray, 2012).

There are many gymnastics components: (1) strength is an aspect of a person’s bodily situation about the potential to use muscular tissues to take delivery of the burden of work; (2) endurance the potential of a character to use his muscle mass to contract consistently in a tremendously long time with a sure burden (Mallesh, Suresh, & Sivakumar, 2017); (3) muscle strength: muscle electricity is the capacity of an individual to use most strength that is performed in the shortest viable time; (4) speed is a person’s capacity to work on non-stop moves in the shortest feasible time (Babu & Kumar, 2013); (5) flexibility is the effectiveness of a man or woman in adjusting to all activities with huge physique measurements; (6) agility is the ability of anybody to trade the position of a sure area, anybody who is in a position to trade a special function in excessive velocity with correct coordination, ability that the agility is quite appropriate (Gomathi, Radhakrishnan, & Karthic, 2015); (7) balance is a person’s capacity to manage the nerves of the muscular tissues; (8) coordination: coordination is the capacity of a individual to combine a range of extraordinary actions into a single movement pattern effectively (Sammoud, Negra, Chaabene, Bouguezzi, Moran, & Granacher, 2019); (9) accuracy is the potential of an individual to manipulate free moves towards a target; (10) reaction: reaction is the potential of a character to act without delay as quickly as viable in response to stimuli precipitated via the senses of nerves, or different emotions (Neri et al., 2018; Mellos, Dallas, Kirialanis, Giovanni, & di Cagno, 2014; Mkaouer, Hammoudi-Nassib, Amara, & Chaabène, 2018).

Basis of research already carried out by leading researchers. it seems that Indonesia such studies are not yet discussed. Given the importance of gymnastics, the study will be conducted on the influence physical conditioning on the gymnastics basic skills of athletes. The aim of this study to determine the contribution of physical condition to gymnastic basic skill. Good health and fitness allows you to perform daily activities effectively, with good levels of resistance, endurance, flexibility, and cardiorespiratory fitness. Increasing the level of activity reduces the risk of developing pathologies such as hypertension, cardiovascular disease, stroke, diabetes or cancer (Kari & Karhulahti, 2016). To improve health, it is important to be physically active and follow...
the advice of the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM), in collaboration with the American Heart Association (Malm, Jakobsson, & Isaksson, 2019). These recommendations apply to anyone between the ages of 18 and 65. In general, they recommend at least 30 minutes of physical activity per day.

METHODS
This study is descriptive research with quantitative approach. The research sampling 82 students, aged between 18-19 years and find out about in Sport Coaching Education Department which belongs to the Sport Science of Yogyakarta, State University. Population was all the students of Sport Coaching Education and the sample was taken by total sampling (Sharma, 2017). Data collection using questionnaire and technique tests (physical condition). To assess the evaluation of gymnastic basic skills the research used the model of Kim, Jang, Kim, & Wan, (2018). Data analysis using Independent sample t-Test and correlation by SPSS Amos .23.

Procedures
The instrument used in this study was valid and reliable. The validity of instrument was found out with seven experts: Five lecturers from Yogyakarta State University who have high knowledge in gymnastic, two Gymnastic coaches’ trainers who have at least five years of experience, they have also national certificate. Based on Aiken formula the validity and reliability was found (Aiken, 1980; Taherdoost, 2016).

RESULT
The result from this study consists or focused on the influence from the physical conditioning on the gymnastic basics skills of athletes. The results presented in the tables below are discussed in so far as the researcher begins to show the relationship that would exist between the themes or the variables studied. Then the pre-test and post-test results for physical conditioning and gymnastic basic skills are represented and explained.

Indeed the analysis of the data was firstly based on Correlation between items physical conditioning and gymnastic basic skills. The analytical operations that are performed can be observed in Table 1.

| Table 1. Correlation between Items Physical Conditioning and Gymnastic Basic Skills |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
|                                  | Sit and Reach (X1)              | Standing Balance (X2)           | Broad Jump (X3)                 | Vertical Jump (X4)              | Side Step Agility (X5)          | Push Up (X6)                    | Sit Up (X7)                      | Competence (Y)                  |
| Sit and Reach (X1)               | Pearson Correlation             |                                  |                                 |                                 |                                 |                                 |                                 |                                 |
|                                  | Sig. (2-tailed)                 | .162                            | .254*                           | .068                            | .147                            | .403**                          | .165                            | .167                            |
|                                  | N                               | 65                              | 65                              | 65                              | 65                              | 65                              | 65                              | 65                              |
| Standing Balance (X2)            | Pearson Correlation             |                                  |                                 |                                 |                                 |                                 |                                 |                                 |
|                                  | Sig. (2-tailed)                 | .197                            | .041                            | .593                            | .242                            | .001                            | .190                            | .184                            |
|                                  | N                               | 65                              | 65                              | 65                              | 65                              | 65                              | 65                              | 65                              |

The test of evaluation was constituted by: (1) Physical Ability Test (sit and reach, standing balance, broadjump, vertical jump, side step test agility, push up, and sit up; (2) gymnastic basic skill (forward roll, back roll, tiger sprung, split, Cartwheel, headstand, handstand, roll kip, round off, and handspring.

The training of physical fitness was applied during six weeks three times per week, the evaluation has been carried out to assess the it contribution on the gymnastic basic skills, nevertheless the pre-test has been done before the training in order to know the athlete level at the beginning. The quality of physical training was approved after the last test. The result of program will allow the user to continue with same tool or to improve the methods (Ndayisenga & Tomoliyus, 2019).
The result from the above table showed a strong correlation between the items from physical condition and gymnastic. The result was presented as the following: sit and reach is correlated with broad jump and push up respectively with $p$ value: .041 and .001. Standing balance was correlated with push up and competence respectively $p$ value: .030 and .000. Broad jump correlated with sit and reach, vertical jump, side step agility, sit up, and competence consecutively $p$ value: .041; .000; .000; .001; .000. The vertical jump was correlated with broad jump, side step agility, sit up, and competence with respectively $r = .751$; .496; .328, and .564. There was a strong correlation from side step agility and broad jump ($r = .666$), vertical jump ($r = .496$), sit up ($r = .389$), and competence ($r = .260$). The item push up was correlated with sit and reach, standing balance, sit up and competence respectively with $p$ value: .001; .030; .000, and .000. Next the sit up item was correlated with broad jump ($p$: .001); vertical jump ($p$: .008); sit step agility ($p$: .001), and competence ($p$: .001). The last correlation was found between competence and standing balance ($p$: .000), broad jump ($p$: .000), vertical jump ($p$: .000), side step agility ($p$: .036), push up ($p$: .000), and sit up ($p$: .001). In few words the data research showed that there is a strong correlation between physical condition and gymnastic basic skills.
To predict the future value from physical conditioning the research applied linear regression as it modeling that allows estimates to be made in the future based on information from the past. In this linear regression model, we have several variables, one of which is an explanatory variable and the other of which are explained variables.

Nevertheless a regressive analysis is carried out with the aim of knowing whether physical conditioning would be a tool or a device which will predict the improvement of competence, the result showed in Table 2.

Table 2. Linear Regression Physical conditioning on the Gymnastic Skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical ability gymnastic skill</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>significant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Linear regression attempts to model the relationship between two variables by fitting a linear equation to observed data. From the result above the linear regression showed that the more physical condition is performed the better is gymnastic. From the table above it can be considered that the results of the linear Regression check confirmed that physical capability have vast impact on gymnastic skill.

This potential that excellent bodily situation will be able to help the appearance of correct gymnastic skills. If a person’s bodily condition is no longer correct then his gymnastic look will no longer be maximal. There is need many element to be consist of in artistic. Gymnastics talent scouting instrument. Gymnastics is a type of complicated exercise. There are countless elements or factors wished to do gymnastic movements. Each motion has its personal biomotor structure and needs. So that the influential bio motor will be in accordance with the type of motion carried out. When learning gymnastics competencies one has to stick to methodological standards of complicated motor capabilities acquisition after accomplishing appropriate degree of simple motor capabilities. The anthropometric traits, somatotype, physique composition, and organic maturation traits have been beneficial in the prediction success of the gymnastics opposition. These elements have been used extensively during the initial identification section and the education technique.

Physical conditioning was based on the following elements: (1) Sit and Reach; (2) Standing Balance; (3) Broad Jump; (4) Vertical Jump; (5) Side Step Agility; (6) Push Up; (7) Sit Up. The measurement of the last has been afforded to assess the physical conditioning of subjects before and after. The result is showed in Table 3.

Table 3. Measurement of Physical Conditioning Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th>Posttest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sit and reach</td>
<td>37.36</td>
<td>43.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing balance</td>
<td>39.08</td>
<td>82.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad jump</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical jump</td>
<td>52.86</td>
<td>53.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side step agility</td>
<td>20.38</td>
<td>39.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push up</td>
<td>34.32</td>
<td>37.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sit up</td>
<td>38.17</td>
<td>44.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table showed full progress of the items in developing the gymnastic basic skills, there is significant improving between them. After evaluate the physical conditioning items, the following step was to assess the gymnastic basic skills before and after in order to state that there is an influence between physical conditioning and gymnastic competence. The following gymnastic items were assessed: (1) forward rolling; (2) Behind rolling; (3) Tiger Spring; (4) Rolling; (5) Jumping; (6) Split; (7) Handstand1; (8) Handstand2; (9) Roll Kip; (10) Stat; (11) Round Off; (12)Hand Spring. The results from the gymnastic basic skills shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Gymnastic Basic Skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th>Posttest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behind rolling</td>
<td>60.77</td>
<td>76.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiger spring</td>
<td>60.40</td>
<td>77.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolling</td>
<td>60.94</td>
<td>76.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumping</td>
<td>64.74</td>
<td>76.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Split</td>
<td>64.43</td>
<td>77.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handstand1</td>
<td>54.60</td>
<td>72.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handstand2</td>
<td>57.46</td>
<td>73.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll kip</td>
<td>54.22</td>
<td>67.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stat</td>
<td>53.38</td>
<td>68.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round off</td>
<td>54.15</td>
<td>71.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand spring</td>
<td>53.32</td>
<td>66.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The pre-test and posttest result of gymnastic basic skills. The research assessed 12 items (forward rolling, behind rolling, tiger spring, rolling, jumping, split, handstand1, handstand2, roll kip, stat, round off, hand spring) at the beginning, after he applied the physical training during six week and evaluate again the same items. By observation it can be seen that the values are different from pre-test to posttest. The deeply analysis was conducted in the table below (Table 5).

The next step was to assess if there is any difference between the pre-test and posttest value, after the physical conditioning will be qualified as a tool or support of competence or not. To reach the final decision, a comparative analysis was afforded. The result is showed in Table 5.

The result showed that the gymnastic basic skills like: forward rolling, behind rolling, tiger spring, rolling, jumping, split, handstand1, handstand2, roll kip, stat, round off, and hand spring have been improved if we compare the their pre-test and their post-test, we found a great significant p value (p: .000). The resume from this research showed that the physical conditioning influenced the gymnastic basic skills.

**Discussion**

From the Table 1 it can been seen a strong correlation between physical conditioning and gymnastic basic skills. The positive influence states that physical fitness is a strong tool to improve athlete competence. In the study done by Yadav showed that physical training was used to increase motor health and performance of badminton players (Yadav, 2017). Bodily performance and attack attempts and effectiveness in legit judo suits with special intervals was carried out by physical conditioning (Kons, Franchini, Detanico, & Franchini, 2018).

Test of linear regression confirmed that physique capability has a big effect on gymnastic skills. This potential that a particular bodily state of affairs will be able to assist creative gymnastics. Performance in artistic gymnastics is primarily based on a perfect compromise between the stage of physical fitness and the complicated technical capacities required on each device, thus, an immoderate level of ordinary fitness overall performance is decisive for creative men (Agopyan & Örs, 2019). Physical activity intervention programmes have been found to effectively improve cardiorespiratory fitness, strength, and balance (Sumaryanti, Tomoliyus, & Ndayisenga, 2019).

On the Table 3 the means of physical conditioning on pre-test and posttest are different which stated that the value found at the beginning has a low level, the more the subject practice the more they improve their physical fitness like strengthen coordination, agility, speed and etc. Mkaouer et al. (2018) found that gymnastics for girls is a multifaceted pastime that requires a high level of physical health. And capabilities to succeed. Speed, strength, 2 endurance, agility, 7 flexibility, stability and electricity are all physical abilities that play a role in the success of an aggressive gymnast.

In addition, the physical capabilities of a gymnast can be related with the capability to maintain protected participation in sport. Gymnastic jumping is one of the many approaches you can wear when you get closer to a goal. Long jumps and pole vault have a much less complicated impact after the flight, but are similar to the gymnastics soar in the strategic movement.

Taufiqurriza (2012) stated that one of the functions of gymnastic formation is to make the physique remain in a state of proper attitude, and if an incorrect posture occurs, it must without delay right it, so that it will become correct. Furthermore, a few possibilities that can motive the prevalence of wrong posture include: Innate from birth, Less or not fulfilled food, substances, disease or accident, weakness of the muscle groups of the body, weakness of skeletal bones, wrong habits (Rofika & Yuniastuti, 2018). Mistakes in posture brought about by using

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-test &amp; Posttest Gymnastic basic Skills</th>
<th>t-test for equality means</th>
<th>Means</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test equality variance assumed</td>
<td>.509</td>
<td>.483</td>
<td>-8.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equality variance no assumed</td>
<td>-8.600</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Table 5. Comparison of Pre-Test and Posttest of Gymnastic Basic Skills with 95% Confidence*
the possibility these possibilities include: (1) kyphosis, which is a structure of bodily error brought about by protrusion curvature of the backbone of the back. If the returned of the spine bends, then the the front of the spinal association becomes concave. (2) lordosis, which is a form of physique error caused via protrusion of the spine in the lumbar region, lumbar region, so that the again of the spinal column is curved, and the pelvis is typically pushed forward down. This situation reasons the returned of the waist muscle groups appear short (So’emah, Haryanto, & Akbar, 2017). Scoliosis, which is a form of physique error caused by spinal deviations (Abdollahipour, Wulf, Psotta, & Nieto, 2015). If the deviation is viewed from the back, the protrusions of the spine are not in a straight line, deviations can take place to the left or right, toward the again or in the direction of the waist (Rogers, Page, & Takeshima, 2013). Preventive efforts that can be carried out so that adolescents keep away from errors in attitudes and basic movements of the physique is to get youth to constantly make the right attitude and movement. We want to be aware of the habits of subjects, especially in the school surroundings that can have an adverse effect on posture, such as the addiction of sitting incorrectly at some stage in category lessons, or the habit of carrying a school bag, which can allow youth to have kyphosis and ordosis, posture Rejeki, Rahim, & Prasetya (2018) said that the right posture with self-habituation as long as teenagers are nevertheless in the stage of boom has enormous have an impact on and benefits for their lives in the future, such as: (1) helping the growth of adolescents in the path they need to prevent structure blunders and posture two; (2) prevent habits that should not; (3) living up to the importance of getting to know posture and gestures.

The result from the study showed that there was an important improvement from physical conditioning to the gymnastic basic skills. For typically physical sports such as running or cross-country cycling, the very nature of the sport requires significant physical preparation. But it is also essential in all other sports (Azmi & Kusnanik, 2018). General physical preparation is the organized and hierarchical set of sports training procedures, training aimed at the development and use of the physical qualities of the sportsman (Yustika, 2018). Indeed, exercise can help you: improve your muscle tone; release the stress; improve your body image; increase your energy and concentration levels; protect your bones; stimulate your circulation; improve your digestive health.

Physical conditioning allows athlete to have a good physical fitness (flexibility, strengthening of muscles, etc...). It therefore improves endurance (ability to resist fatigue), strength, coordination (skill, precision) and fitness (Kuswanto, 2012).

CONCLUSION
The problems that were raised at the outset of seeking whether there would be a correspondence between physical conditioning and gymnastic basics skill were answered first by showing the correlation that exists between the variables. Some gymnastic elements evaluated were: the front roll, rear roll, wheel, tige etc. Gymnastics formation or referred fundamental gymnastics is a body workout that used to be chosen and created intentionally, planned, arranged systematically and methodically, with the intention to form the body. The subject’s physique desires to be formed primary mind-set and action first, so that the body is always in the proper country of attitude. Understanding the mind-set of the attitude of the body in a nation of silence and in a country of movement. Silent posture, such as standing, squatting, sitting, and lying down, while posturing, such as walking, running, jumping, jumping, hitting, and kicking. Each movement has different biomotor needs. The trainer must train the dominant biomotor used. “Talent detection and talent development: kinanthropometric.

This study was based on the evaluation of the physical conditioning about the gymnastic basic skills, the result showed that there were positive impacts for developing the performance of the students or athletes. For physical teachers and coaches they invited to use the last latest for increasing the outcomes escorted. Physical conditions have an important role in achieving good gymnastic performance. Research confirms that healthy young people make better competence. The training of physical conditioning” is used to perform: skill level, culture and unique needs of the student (Taufiqurriza, 2012). Physical
conditioning allows students to better know their bodies and participates in safety education by encouraging risk-taking under control. It allows the transmission of ethical and social values, promotes self-confidence and the development of self-esteem, educates in autonomy and responsibility, gives meaning to associative life and “living together” and allows students to find a place in a group, to be accepted by others, to self-assess, to measure themselves against each other and to adapt easily to their environment. Physical conditioning also has positive effects on the subject’s competence.
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